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The subject of this paper is to present the content analysis with some of the latest text 
analytics tools on the case of three Macedonian companies Alkaloid, NLB Banka and 
Makedonski Telekom. The subject of text analytics is annual addressing of the CEO’s 
(Chief Execute Officer) integral parts of the annual reports for 2016, 2017 and 2018. 
Annual reports are used as a text input for the text analytics case. The text analytics 
case is presented through bag of words and word cloud for determination of key terms 
frequency. The frequency of the key word (tokens) selected in each category indicates 
the focus of the company for the period addressed. At the same time this frequency 
status suggests the focus of the company in the future involvements.   
Sentiment analysis included in this text analytics case aims to determine the opinion 
expressed by the CEO’s related to the reported and following business period. At the 
same time feature of topic modeling is extracting topics from the CEO’s addressing for 
each company for the observed period. 
The goal of this paper is to present the analytical framework for business content 
analysis and to test it on the text input in the example of the annual reports. In our case 
results and findings from the analysis suggest that three companies through this 
analytical framework present different management strategies with different focus on 
operational and market segment. Alkaloid according to the result has orientation on 
maximization of management performance and decision making. The focus on NLB 
bank is on the continuous improvement on its competitive advantage against 
competition. Although, the case of Makedonski Telekom with the presented results 
suggested that the company focuses on the continuous improvement of services, 
products and the network infrastructure supporting them. 
 






Content analysis generally suggest the qualitative analysis of the content of the observed text 
[1]. In this paper we suggest another type of qualitative analysis to be use for determining the 
messages, content, narrative, opinion and logic declared in the annual reports. Framework 
used in this paper will provide other perspective for analysis than classical determining the 
meaning, narrative, or the messages from the text published in annual reports. The suggested 
analytical approach should offer more objective analytical insight on subjective statements 
from content. This text analytics approach applied in different business segments and cases 
can help with creation of other variables for further quantitative analysis. The use of this 
framework is recommended for use alongside with classical contents analysis, validating the 
meaning, messages or narrative from the text input [2].  
Text analytics framework used in this paper uses machine learning algorithms applied in 
techniques such bag of words, word cloud, sentiment analysis and topic modeling [3]. All this 
algorithm use python code in background for calculations. In this case we use text input of 
several text articles, although these algorithms make best performance on big text data [4]. All 
calculations in this paper are made with Orange3 – graphical user interface of the popular 
orange library written in python code [5].   
Presented recommendation from this use case also can be used simultaneously with classical 
fundamental analysis of the company or can be used for creation of proxy variables for more 
complex machine learning cases.  
 
2. Data and Methodology  
 
The data for this text analytics case was collected from the annual reports of the Alkaloid, NLB 
Banka and Makedonski Telekom [6],[7],[8],[9], [10],[11],[12],[13]. The primary phases included 
more observed companies but due to availability of the reports and address by the CEO, the 
final list included only this three companies. The selected companies are also listed in 
Macedonian Securities exchange commission and have one of the most liquid stocks in the 
Macedonian market. Alkaloid is a pharmaceutical company operating on global market, with 
the focus on European market. NLB Banka is one of the largest banks on Macedonian market 
by assets and market share, while Makedonski Telekom is one of the two telecommunication 
operators on Macedonian market. Data – related text was collected from the annual reports 
downloaded from the corporate web sites of the Alkaloid, NLB Banka and Makedonski 
Telekom.  
The annual reports as a data sample included address by the CEO’s from Alkaloid, NLB Banka 
and Makedonski Telekom for the period of the year 2016-2018. The CEO for Alkaloid and NLB 
Banka were Zhivko Mukaetov and Antonio Argir, while CEO for 2016 for Makedonski Telekom 
was Andreas Maierhofer, for 2017 was Andreas Elsner, and for the 2018 was Nikola Ljushev. 
 
Table 1 CEO Address by company and year    
Company Year Total words count 
Alkaloid 2016 1075 
Alkaloid 2017 1035 
Alkaloid 2018 1203 
Makedonski Telekom 2016 567 
Makedonski Telekom 2017 756 
Makedonski Telekom 2018 723 
NLB Banka 2016 1208 
NLB Banka 2017 2190 
NLB Banka 2018 1627 
Source: Authors calculations 
The main assumption of this analysis is that the statements in the CEO addressing reflects the 
real facts from the referent year. Another important assumption of this analysis is that the 
strategies, goals, and plans presented in the CEO address for the following period are 
corresponding with the company’s real business potential.   
Primary hypothesis of this paper is the difference in the approach of the several categories as 
customers- clients, products or services, shareholders, operations and market. Below 
in the part of Bag of word and word cloud will be presented ranking of the words represented 
in each category and in each company. This difference on the ranking should be evaluated 
with the help of the bag of words and word cloud. 
The analysis part of this paper will also include sentiment analysis and topic modeling as the 
text analytics techniques for this qualitative analysis.  
 
3. Bag of words and word cloud 
 
Bag of words as a text analytics tool in this analysis is used for terms frequency count, while 
the word cloud is used for visual interpretation of the bag of words results [14]. Basically, with 
the bag of word we will have all frequency count of all words used in the CEO addressing. The 
word cloud visualization uses the frequency and presents all words connecting the frequency 
with the front size and color of the words in the cloud form presentation [15].  
 
Below are the visualizations of the bag of words with the word cloud for the three companies: 
 
Figure 1 Word cloud Alkaloid 
 
 
Figure 2 Word cloud Makedonski Telekom 
 
 
Figure 3 Word cloud NLB Banka 
 
In the table 2 are presented results from the top 20 most frequented terms used in the annual 
address included in the company’s reports.  Some of the words are marked with asterix, which 
represents the affiliation to the group represented with the asterix. The idea here is to 
determine the terms by categories which are presented in the text. The frequency of the terms 
and their categorization should reflect the company’s focus in the customers- clients, products 
or services, shareholders or operations and market segment. The categories used in this 
analysis are not driven with formal criteria and it is more like a rule of thumb criteria for the 
categorization of the key terms. However, if higher precision is needed i.e. in similar analysis 
the formal use of criteria for categorization is recommended. 
 
Table 2 Comparation of Bag of words term in three cases for top 20 terms  
 
 Alkaloid Makedonski Telekom NLB Banka 
 word frequency word frequency word frequency 
1 alkaloid 90 network** 19 bank 71 
2 management*** 67 year 18 services** 41 
3 skopje 67 customers* 18 nlb 38 
4 board*** 61 new*** 12 clients* 38 
5 company*** 57 telekom 10 new** 32 
6 decision*** 45 macedonia 10 share*** 30 
7 ad 38 services** 9 market*** 28 
8 decisions*** 31 growth*** 9 banking 28 
9 report 31 best*** 9 financial 28 
10 inventory*** 27 changes*** 8 year 25 
11 ltd 27 makedonski 7 sales*** 23 
12 passed 27 result*** 7 offer** 23 
13 year 27 us 7 macedonia 21 
14 companies*** 25 digital** 7 shareholders**** 20 
15 operations*** 22 company*** 7 activities*** 20 
16 annual 21 also 7 increase*** 20 
17 cons 21 infrastructure** 7 segment** 20 
18 approval*** 19 mobile** 7 products** 20 
19 law 19 make 7 loans*** 19 
20 2017 16 society 7 non 19 
Source: Authors calculations 
Terms including or indicating participation to the following categories : 
* customers- clients,  
** products or services 
 




According to results top 10 most frequently used words in the case of Alkaloid are: alkaloid 
management***, skopje, board***, company***, decision***, ad (from Alkaloid AD), 
decisions***, report and inventory***. Analyzing top 20 most frequent terms by predefined 
categories the terms we can see that 9/20 terms belong to category operations and market. 
In the case of Makedonski Telekom top 10 most frequently used terms are: network****, year 
customers*, new***, telekom, macedonia, services**, growth***, best***, changes***. By 
categories labeling of the terms 6/20 word belong to the category operations and market, 5/20 
belong to the category of products or services, 1/20 in customers- clients. 
Case of NLB Banka in the top 10 most frequently used words has the following list of terms: 
bank, services**, nlb, clients*, new**, share***, market***, banking, financial, year. Looking at 
the top 20 most frequent terms by category we have the following result: 6/20 word belong to 
the category operations and market, 5/20 belong to the category of products or services, 1/20 
in customers- clients, and 1/ 20 in the category of shareholders. 
The terms contained in the companies’ official name or the words suggesting location of the 
company were not included in any category. Also, all terms because of text preprocessing 
setup are used with lower cases. 
The analysis of the terms and their belongings in the predefined categories showed that there 
is significant difference in the treatment of the customers- clients, products or services, 
operations and market and shareholders. Looking from this perspective we can conclude that 
the primary hypothesis (difference in the approach to different business categories) is 
confirmed and at the same time presents the source of the differentiation.  
 
4. Sentiment Analysis 
 
Sentiment analysis is an analytical tool usually performed by some python programing 
language library. The goal is to present objective results from the analysis on the subjective 
opinion of the author’s expressions included in the text [16],[17]. Sentiment analysis in one of 
its types makes score on words with positive and negative sentiment. In this type of sentiment 
analysis calculation is made on the summary of the positive and negative scores and the final 
score is a sentiment score of the text. In our case we will use this type of sentiment analysis 
with summary score [8]. Another type of sentiment analysis creates separate scores and 
evaluation of positive, negative and neutral terms used in the input text [17].   
  
Table 3 Sentiment scores on the case of Alkaloid, Mekedonski Telekom and 
NLB Banka for the period 2016-2018 
Report Sentiment Score 
Alkaloid 2016 1.35243 
Alkaloid 2017 1.4876 
Alkaloid 2018 1.5919 
Alkaloid 2016-2018 1.4809 
Makedonski Telekom 2016 5.94679 
Makedonski Telekom 2017 5.18868 
Makedonski Telekom 2018 4.88998 
Makedonski Telekom 2016-2018 4.99195 
NLB Banka 2016 3.64807 
NLB Banka 2017 4.49483 
NLB Banka 2018 2.97082 
NLB Banka 2016-2018 3.79507 
Source: Authors calculations 
Sentiment analysis Alkaloid with the scores of 1.35 in 2016,1.49 in 2017 and 1.59 in 2018, 
represents the author positive outlook for the company in the observed period. The positive 
uptrend indicates the more optimistic views and expectation of the company for the future 
period. 
Sentiment score in the case of Makedonski Telekom presents the downtrend in the sentiment 
score during the period 2016-2018. Sentiment score starts with 5.95 in 2016, moving to 5.19 
in 2017 and ending at 4.89 in 2018. Highest registered sentiment score in 2016 and 
significantly lower values in 2017 and 2018 present significant decrease in the expectations of 
the companies. Despite the high values of the sentiment score and high average score for the 
2016-2018 period the downtrend indicates of the lowering the positive expectations of the 
CEO’s related to the observed and future period expressed in their annual addressing.  
Sentiment score in the case of NLB Banka presents the values of 3.65 in 2016, 4.49 in 2017 
and 2.97 in 2018. The expressed opinion if concluded from the sentiment score indicates that 
the most optimistic year for the company was 2017. According to the score the most 
pessimistic year was 2018. Besides the fact that the scores are positive and suggest positive 
opinion the lowest value of registered sentiment score of 2.97 indicate the lowering the positive 
perception for the NLB Banka for the year 2018 and for the following period. 
Performing comparative analysis of the sentiment score in these three cases where we have 
the companies from different industry background can be highly biased. However, for some 
future explorations the comparation of the sentiment scores between the companies from the 
same industry and on the same geographical market is highly recommended and it should 
provide valuable and detailed insight about observed business outlook.  
 
5. Topic modeling 
 
Topic modeling as text analytics tool is creating topics, analyzing the structure of the observed 
and text. With the help of programing language, coding and text analytics libraries, topic 
modeling as text analytics tool creates abstract topics based on the word’s frequency clusters. 
This foundation of this technique is creating of statistical models from the similarities in the text 
sample and presented them as separate abstract topics [18]. There are few settings of the 
topic modelling in Orange3 and in this case we will use Latent Dirichlet Allocation with creation 
of three topics [19]. Below are the results of each of the three created topics with their key 
terms for each of the companies. 
 
Topic modeling Alkaloid 
1. alkaloid, management, company, decision, board, skopje, decisions, report, passed, ad 
2. alkaloid, management, board, company, skopje, decision, ad, ltd, passed, inventory 
3. alkaloid, skopje, management, board, company, ad, decisions, decision, report, 
companies 
Key terms present in each of the topic are management, board, decision and company. 
According to the three topics Alkaloid and having in mind the most common terms in all three 
topics, the conclusion is that the company is oriented and believes into the company’s generic 
growth based on good management practice with good decision making.  
Topic modeling Makedonski Telekom 
1. network, year, customers, macedonia, technology, operator, growth, 2018, life, also 
2. network, year, customers, new, growth, changes, time, mobile, best, society 
3. network, growth, time, customers, year, best, new, 2018, society, telekom 
Key terms present in each of the topic are network, customers and growth.   
The results from the topic modeling and the common key terms present in all three topics 
indicate that Makedonski Telekom believe in generic growth driven by its network and 
customer growth. 
Topic modeling NLB Banka 
1: bank, services, clients, nlb, new, share, market, offer, banking, increase 
2: bank, nlb, share, market, financial, clients, macedonia, sales, new, services 
3: bank, clients, nlb, new, services, banking, financial, year, share, market 
Key terms present in each of the topic are services, clients, market and share. 
According to the topic modeling results and the common terms in all three topics we find strong  
believe in competitiveness and complete orientation to the gaining more competitive 
advantages and stronger market share. 
According to the key term in each category in overall, the three companies threat different 
topics in their CEO address integrated in the annual report. Alkaloid is oriented to management 
performance, Makedonski Telekom in generic growth driven by the network and customer 





The goal of this paper was to provide evidence of the difference between the views presented 
in the annual reports, specifically in the CEO address as integral part of the annual report. The 
evidence to support the main hypothesis of different views was offered in all three text analytics 
techniques. Bag of word and word cloud analysis as well as the key term by category presented 
the case that there is a significantly different key terms in the presence in the business 
categories labeled as customers- clients, products or services, shareholders, operations and 
market.   
Sentiment analysis offered results which presented different opinions and views for the period 
of 2016-2018. Despite the positive scores, this analysis presented decrease of positive opinion 
in the case of Makedonski Telekom, increased optimism in the case of Alkaloid. The sentiment 
analysis in the case of NLB Banka presented mixed values of positive opinions and for the last 
year of 2018 presented significant decrease of positive perception. All of this again support the 
thesis of significant difference in the content, meaning, opinion and its source in the case of 
this three companies.   
Topic modelling with the three determined topics and the common words detected for each 
company, one more time presented different business approach for each company. Therefore, 
we have results indicating that Alkaloid is completely oriented to management performance, 
while Makedonski Telekom believes in generic growth driven by the network and customer 
growth. At the same time NLB is completely devoted to the market positioning and improving 
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